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Uncle Tom S Cabin
Written by American author and dedicated
abolitionist Harriet Beecher Stowe, "Uncle
Tom's Cabin" is a poignant novel which
shows the harsh reality of a slave's life in
the 1800s. The book contributed to the Civil
War by showing that slaves were fellow
human beings: if slaves were indeed human,
then no justification for slavery was
possible.
2013 Book Award Winner from the
International Research Society in Children's
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Literature 2012 Outstanding Book Award
Winner from the Association for Theatre in
Higher Education 2012 Winner of the Lois P.
Rudnick Book Prize presented by the New
England American Studies Association 2012
Runner-Up, John Hope Franklin Publication
Prize presented by the American Studies
Association 2012 Honorable Mention,
Distinguished Book Award presented by the
Society for the Study of American Women
Writers Part of the American Literatures
Initiative Series Beginning in the mid
nineteenth century in America, childhood
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became synonymous with innocence—a
reversal of the previously-dominant
Calvinist belief that children were depraved,
sinful creatures. As the idea of childhood
innocence took hold, it became racialized:
popular culture constructed white children
as innocent and vulnerable while excluding
black youth from these qualities. Actors,
writers, and visual artists then began
pairing white children with African American
adults and children, thus transferring the
quality of innocence to a variety of racialpolitical projects—a dynamic that Robin
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Bernstein calls “racial innocence.” This
phenomenon informed racial formation from
the mid nineteenth century through the
early twentieth. Racial Innocence takes up a
rich archive including books, toys, theatrical
props, and domestic knickknacks which
Bernstein analyzes as “scriptive things”
that invite or prompt historically-located
practices while allowing for resistance and
social improvisation. Integrating
performance studies with literary and visual
analysis, Bernstein offers singular readings
of theatrical productions from blackface
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minstrelsy to Uncle Tom’s Cabin to The
Wonderful Wizard of Oz; literary works by
Joel Chandler Harris, Harriet Wilson, and
Frances Hodgson Burnett; material culture
including Topsy pincushions, Uncle Tom and
Little Eva handkerchiefs, and Raggedy Ann
dolls; and visual texts ranging from fine
portraiture to advertisements for lard
substitute. Throughout, Bernstein shows
how “innocence” gradually became the
exclusive province of white children—until
the Civil Rights Movement succeeded not
only in legally desegregating public spaces,
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but in culturally desegregating the concept
of childhood itself. Check out the author's
blog for the book here.
It is the best known book about American
slavery, and was so incendiary upon its first
publication in 1852 that it actually ignited
the social flames that led to Civil War less
than a decade later. What began as a series
of sketches for the Cincinnati abolitionist
newspaper The National Era scandalized the
North, was banned in the South, and
ultimately became the bestselling novel of
the 19th century. Today, controversy over
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this melodramatic tale of the dignified slave
Tom, the brutal plantation owner Simon
Legree, and Stowe's other vividly drawn
characters continues, as modern scholars
debate the work's newly appreciated
feminist undertones and others decry it as
the source of enduring stereotypes about
African Americans. As one of the most
influential books in U.S. history, it deserves
to be read by all students of literature and
of the American story. American abolitionist
and author HARRIET BEECHER STOWE
(1811-1896) was born in Connecticut,
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daughter of a Congregationalist minister
and sister to abolitionist theologian Henry
Ward Beecher. She wrote more than two
dozen books, both fiction and nonfiction.
This Norton Critical Edition includes:The
1852 first book edition, accompanied by
Elizabeth Ammons's preface, note on the
text, and explanatory annotations.Twentytwo illustrations.A rich selection of
historical documents on slavery and
abolitionism.Seventeen critical reviews
spanning more than 160 years.A
Chronology, A Brief Time Line of Slavery in
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America, and an updated Selected
Bibliography.About the SeriesRead by more
than 12 million students over fifty-five
years, Norton Critical Editions set the
standard for apparatus that is right for
undergraduate readers. The three-part
format--annotated text, contexts, and
criticism--helps students to better
understand, analyze, and appreciate the
literature, while opening a wide range of
teaching possibilities for instructors.
Whether in print or in digital format, Norton
Critical Editions provide all the resources
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students need.
Pictures and Stories from Uncle Tom's Cabin
Critical Perspectives on White-Authored
Narratives of Black Life
Beyond Uncle Tom's Cabin
Race, Slavery, and Liberalism in NineteenthCentury American Literature
Uncle Tom’s Cabin in Russian Culture and
Society
Reproduction of the original: Aunt Phillis ?s Cabin by
Mary H. Eastman
“Fascinating . . . a lively and perceptive cultural history.”
—Annette Gordon-Reed, The New Yorker In this widePage 10/49
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ranging, brilliantly researched work, David S. Reynolds
traces the factors that made Uncle Tom’s Cabin the most
influential novel ever written by an American. Upon its
1852 publication, the novel’s vivid depiction of slavery
polarized its American readership, ultimately widening
the rift that led to the Civil War. Reynolds also charts the
novel’s afterlife—including its adaptation into plays,
films, and consumer goods—revealing its lasting impact
on American entertainment, advertising, and race
relations.
How women novelists tried to counter Harriet Beecher
Stowe's classic indictment of slavery - by preaching a
"theology of whiteness" from the pages of their books.
Moving boldly between literary analysis and political
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theory, contemporary and antebellum US culture, Arthur
Riss invites readers to rethink prevailing accounts of the
relationship between slavery, liberalism, and literary
representation. Situating Nathaniel Hawthorne, Harriet
Beecher Stowe, and Frederick Douglass at the center of
antebellum debates over the person-hood of the slave,
this 2006 book examines how a nation dedicated to the
proposition that 'all men are created equal' formulates
arguments both for and against race-based slavery. This
revisionary argument promises to be unsettling for
literary critics, political philosophers, historians of US
slavery, as well as those interested in the link between
literature and human rights.
Essays on the Writing of Harriet Beecher Stowe
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The Publishing History of Uncle Tom's Cabin, 1852-2002
Formerly a Slave, Now an Inhabitant of Canada
Young Folks' Uncle Tom's Cabin
With Original Illustrations
An overview of the novel features a
biographical sketch of the author, a list of
characters, a summary of the plot, and
critical and analytical views of the work.
This book surveys the cultural, literary, and
cinematic impact of white-authored films and
imaginative literature on American society
from Harriet Beecher Stowe's Uncle Tom's
Cabin to Kathryn Stockett's Th e Hel p .
Eliza Harris, a slave whose child is to be
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sold, escapes her beloved home on the Shelby
plantation in Kentucky and heads North,
eludes the hired slave catchers and is aided
by the underground railroad. Another slave,
Uncle Tom, is sent "down the river" for sale
and ultimately endures a martyr's death under
the whips of Simon Legree's overseers.
Includes the unabridged text of Stowe's
classic novel plus a complete study guide
that features chapter-by-chapter summaries,
explanations and discussions of the plot,
question-and-answer sections, author
biography, historical background, and more.
Ignatius Critical Editions
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His Groom and Companions. The "Uncle Tom's
Cabin" of the Horse
Whitewashing Uncle Tom's Cabin
Uncle Tom's Cabin Young Folks' Edition
Uncle Tom's Cabin
Examines the portrayal of Blacks in Uncle
Tom's Cabin, Stowe's use of Gothic imagery,
and the depiction of women's role in the
slavery crisis
The Handbook of American Romanticism presents
a comprehensive survey of the various
schools, authors, and works that constituted
antebellum literature in the United States.
The volume is designed to feature a selection
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of representative case studies and to assess
them within two complementary frameworks: the
most relevant historical, political, and
institutional contexts of the antebellum
decades and the consequent
(re-)appropriations of the Romantic period by
academic literary criticism in the twentieth
and early twenty-first centuries.
Harriet Beecher Stowe was appalled by
slavery, and she took one of the few options
open to nineteenth century women who wanted
to affect public opinion: she wrote a novel,
a huge, enthralling narrative that claimed
the heart, soul, and politics of millions of
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her contemporaries. Uncle Tom's Cabin paints
pictures of three plantations, each worse
than the other, where even the best
plantation leaves a slave at the mercy of
fate or debt. Her questions remain
penetrating even today: "Can man ever be
trusted with wholly irresponsible power?"
First published more than 150 years ago, this
monumental work is today being reexamined by
critics, scholars, and students. Though
"Uncle Tom" has become a synonym for a
fawning black yes-man, Stowe's Tom is
actually American literature's first black
hero, a man who suffers for refusing to obey
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his oppressors. Uncle Tom's Cabin is a
living, relevant story, passionate in its
vivid depiction of the cruelest forms of
injustice and inhumanity-and the courage it
takes to fight against them. The Ignatius
Critical Editions represent a traditionoriented alternative to popular textbook
series such as the Norton Critical Editions
orOxford World Classics, and are designed to
concentrate on traditional readings of the
Classics of world literature. Whereas many
modern critical editions have succumbed to
the fads of modernism and post-modernism,
this series will concentrate on traditionPage 18/49
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oriented criticism of these great works.
Edited by acclaimed literary biographer,
Joseph Pearce, the Ignatius Critical Editions
will ensure that traditional moral readings
of the works are given prominence, instead of
the feminist, or deconstructionist readings
that often proliferate in other series of
'critical editions'. As such, they represent
a genuine extension of consumer-choice,
enabling educators, students and lovers of
good literature to buy editions of classic
literary works without having to 'buy into'
the ideologies of secular fundamentalism. The
series is particularly aimed at traditionPage 19/49
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minded literature professors offering them an
alternative for their students. The initial
list will have about 15 - 20 titles. The goal
is to release three books a season, or six in
a year.
The story of American slavery and Uncle Tom,
an African-American man who never lost his
dignity under the most inhumane
circumstances.
Harriet Beecher Stowe's "Uncle Tom's Cabin"
in Arabic
Or, Life Among the Lowly
Uncle Tom's Cabin as Visual Culture
Aunt Phillis ́s Cabin
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Racial Innocence

The purpose of the Editor of this
little Work, has been to adapt it for
the juvenile family circle. The verses
have accordingly been written by the
Authoress for the capacity of the
youngest readers, and have been printed
in a large bold type. The prose parts
of the book, which are well suited for
being read aloud in the family circle,
are printed in a smaller type, and it
is presumed that in these our younger
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friends will claim the assistance of
their older brothers or sisters, or
appeal to the ready aid of their mamma.
First published in book form in 1852,
Uncle Tom's Cabin quickly became a
bestseller, recognised as a powerful
contribution to anti-slavery debates.
After more than 150 years, it remains
one of the most widely discussed works
of American literature. Debra
Rosenthal: *examines the life and
career of Harriet Beecher Stowe *sets
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the novel within its cultural contexts
and reprints related documents from the
period *surveys criticism of the book
from publication to the present
*reprints extracts from reviews and key
critical texts *annotates crucial
passages from the novel, linking them
to the contextual and critical
materials included elsewhere in the
sourcebook *suggests directions for
further reading. Bringing together a
wealth of material with clear critical
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commentary, Debra Rosenthal offers the
ideal starting point for anyone
beginning to study this crucial
American novel.
As Harriet Beecher Stowe’s novel Uncle
Tom’s Cabin traveled around the world,
it was molded by the imaginations and
needs of international audiences. For
over 150 years it has been coopted for
a dazzling array of causes far from
what its author envisioned. This book
tells thirteen variants of Uncle Tom’s
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journey, explicating the novel’s
significance for Canadian abolitionists
and the Liberian political elite that
constituted the runaway characters’
landing points; nineteenth-century
French theatergoers; liberal Cuban,
Romanian, and Spanish intellectuals and
social reformers; Dutch colonizers and
Filipino nationalists in Southeast
Asia; Eastern European Cold War
communists; Muslim readers and
spectators in the Middle East;
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Brazilian television audiences; and
twentieth-century German holidaymakers.
Throughout these encounters, Stowe’s
story of American slavery serves as a
paradigm for understanding oppression,
selectively and strategically
refracting the African American slave
onto other iconic victims and freedom
fighters. The book brings together
performance historians, literary
critics, and media theorists to
demonstrate how the myriad cultural and
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political effects of Stowe’s enduring
story has transformed it into a global
metanarrative with national, regional,
and local specificity.
Ever since feminist scholarship began
to reintroduce Harriet Beecher Stowe's
writings to the American literary canon
in the 1970s, critical interest in her
work has steadily increased. Beyond
Uncle Tom's Cabin: The Writings of
Harriet Beecher Stowe, edited by Sylvia
Mayer and Monika Mueller, shows that
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during her long writing and publishing
career, Stowe was a highly prolific
writer who targeted diverse audiences,
dealt with drastically changing
economic, commercial, and cultural
contexts, and wrote in a diversity of
genres.
A Key to Uncle Tom's Cabin
Authoritative Text, Backgrounds and
Contexts, Criticism
The Annotated Uncle Tom's Cabin
Presenting the Original Facts and
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Documents Upon which the Story is
Founded. Together with Corroborative
Statements Verifying the Truth of the
Work
Challenges of Cross-Cultural
Translation
A horse of nineteenth century England tells his life story
from his early home through many masters and experiences,
both good and bad.
This book explores the challenges of cross-cultural
translation of American literary works into Arabic which, I
argue, have prevented many nineteenth-century literary
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works from being translated into Arabic. I have used the
Arabic translations of Harriet Beecher Stowe‘s "Uncle Tom’s
Cabin"> and an abridged English text accompanying one of
the translations as a case study. Since most of the Arabic
translations of English and especially American literary
works are merely linguistic oriented ones, I reinforce the
importance of adopting a period-specific cultural-oriented
approach that maintains the cultural context of American
literary works, including the historical, cultural, religious,
geopolitical, and gender-based elements, during the literary
translation into the Arabic culture. I start with discussing the
internationalization of American works and the importance
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of a cultural reading of these works. Reviewing many
translations of English and American works in general, I
categorize the challenges of cross-cultural literary
translation from English into Arabic into the following:
cultural, religious, geopolitical, and gender-based ones.
While I am not calling for accurate cross-cultural literary
translations since it is impossible, however, I am advocating
for faithful translations which maintain the literary text‘s
cultural and historical contexts. The accuracy of a literary
translation depends on the amount of linguistic skill a
translator has while the faithfulness of a literary translation
is based upon the translator‘s sincere effort to include the
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literary text‘s entire cultural context including the historical,
cultural, religious, geopolitical, and gender-based elements.
Using Uncle Tom’s Cabin as a case study, I discuss how the
previous challenges had negatively affected the translation
process of the work. Despite the fact the work has been
translated seven times into Arabic, due to the linguisticoriented approach, the historical and cultural significance
of Stowe‘s novel has not yet been introduced to Arab readers
through translation. Due to the current era of globalization
that demands individuals to have multicultural knowledge
and understanding and due to the recent cultural and
translation projects of literary works from English into
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Arabic, this book reinforces the importance and possibility
of addressing the cultural, religious, geopolitical, and genderbased challenges while using "Uncle Tom’s Cabin" as an
example.
The novel that changed the course of American history
Published in 1852, Harriet Beecher Stowe’s novel was a
powerful indictment of slavery in America. Describing the
many trials and eventual escape to freedom of the longsuffering, good-hearted slave Uncle Tom, it aimed to show
how Christian love can overcome any human cruelty. Uncle
Tom’s Cabin has remained controversial to this day, seen as
either a vital milestone in the anti-slavery cause or as a
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patronising stereotype of African-Americans, yet it played a
crucial role in the eventual abolition of slavery and remains
one of the most important American novels ever written. For
more than seventy years, Penguin has been the leading
publisher of classic literature in the English-speaking world.
With more than 1,700 titles, Penguin Classics represents a
global bookshelf of the best works throughout history and
across genres and disciplines. Readers trust the series to
provide authoritative texts enhanced by introductions and
notes by distinguished scholars and contemporary authors,
as well as up-to-date translations by award-winning
translators.
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Uncle Tom's Cabin; or, Life Among the Lowly is an antislavery novel by American author Harriet Beecher Stowe.
Published in 1852, the novel helped lay the groundwork for
the Civil War. The sentimental novel depicts the reality of
slavery while also asserting that Christian love can
overcome something as destructive as enslavement of fellow
human beings. Uncle Tom's Cabin had a deep historical
impact as a vital antislavery tool.
Nineteenth-century Women Novelists Respond to Stowe
The Life of Josiah Henson
Uncle Tom's Cabins
UNCLE TOM'S CABIN- OM ILLUSTRATED CLASSICS.
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New Essays on Uncle Tom's Cabin
Harriet Beecher Stowe's 1852 antislavery novel
Uncle Tom's Cabin was the nineteenth century's
best-selling novel worldwide; only the Bible outsold
it. It was known not only as a book but through stage
productions, films, music, and commercial
advertising as well. But how was Stowe's novel—one
of the watershed works of world literature—actually
received outside of the American context? True
Songs of Freedom explores one vital sphere of
Stowe's influence: Russia and the Soviet Union, from
the 1850s to the present day. Due to Russia's own
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tradition of rural slavery, the vexed entwining of
authoritarianism and political radicalism throughout
its history, and (especially after 1945) its prominence
as the superpower rival of the United States, Russia
developed a special relationship to Stowe's novel
during this period of rapid societal change. Uncle
Tom's Cabin prompted widespread reflections on the
relationship of Russian serfdom to American slavery,
on the issue of race in the United States and at
home, on the kinds of writing appropriate for children
and peasants learning to read, on the political
function of writing, and on the values of Russian
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educated elites who promoted, discussed, and
fought over the book for more than a century. By the
time of the Soviet Union's collapse in 1991, Stowe's
novel was probably better known by Russians than
by readers in any other country. John MacKay
examines many translations and rewritings of
Stowe's novel; plays, illustrations, and films based
upon it; and a wide range of reactions to it by figures
famous (Leo Tolstoy, Ivan Turgenev, Marina
Tsvetaeva) and unknown. In tracking the reception
of Uncle Tom's Cabin across 150 years, he engages
with debates over serf emancipation and peasant
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education, early Soviet efforts to adapt Stowe's
deeply religious work of protest to an atheistic
revolutionary value system, the novel's exploitation
during the years of Stalinist despotism, Cold War
anti-Americanism and antiracism, and the
postsocialist consumerist ethos.
Uncle Tom's Cabin; or, Life Among the Lowly, is an
anti-slavery novel by American author Harriet
Beecher Stowe. Published in 1852, the novel
"helped lay the groundwork for the Civil War,"
according to Will Kaufman. Stowe, a Connecticutborn teacher at the Hartford Female Seminary and
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an active abolitionist, featured the character of Uncle
Tom, a long-suffering black slave around whom the
stories of other characters revolve. The sentimental
novel depicts the reality of slavery while also
asserting that Christian love can overcome
something as destructive as enslavement of fellow
human beings. Uncle Tom's Cabin was the bestselling novel of the 19th century and the second bestselling book of that century, following the Bible. It is
credited with helping fuel the abolitionist cause in the
1850s. In the first year after it was published,
300,000 copies of the book were sold in the United
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States; one million copies in Great Britain. In 1855,
three years after it was published, it was called "the
most popular novel of our day." The impact attributed
to the book is great, reinforced by a story that when
Abraham Lincoln met Stowe at the start of the Civil
War,
"Examines the artwork of Hammatt Billings, George
Cruikshank, Winslow Homer, Eastman Johnson,
Henry Ossawa Tanner, and Thomas Satterwhite
Noble to show how, as Uncle Tom's Cabin gained
popularity, visual strategies were used to coax the
subversive potenti
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A guide to studying American author Harriet Beecher
Stowe's 1852 novel, Uncle Tom's Cabin, featuring a
complete plot summary and analysis, character
analyses, explanations of key themes, motifs &
symbols, and a review quiz.
Performing American Childhood from Slavery to Civil
Rights
Black Beauty
True Songs of Freedom
Uncle Tom's Cabin by Harriet Beecher Stowe
Harriet Beecher Stowe
With its gripping plot and pungent dialogue, Uncle Tom’s
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Cabin offers readers today a passionate portrait of a
nation on the verge of disunion and a surprisingly subtle
examination of the relationship between race and
nationalism that has always been at the heart of the
American experience. This Broadview edition is based
upon the first American edition of the novel and reprints
its original illustrations and preface. In addition, it
reprints all of the prefaces that Stowe wrote for
authorized European editions of Uncle Tom’s Cabin,
offers a wide array of appendices that clarify the novel’s
participation in antebellum debates about domesticity,
colonization, abolitionism, and the law, and includes
sections on dramatic adaptations of the novel.
Until now, no book-length study has traced the
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tumultuous publishing history of Uncle Tom's Cabin, the
most famous of antislavery novels. Claire Parfait follows
the trail over 150 years, along the way addressing the
conditions of female authorship, the structures of
copyright, author-publisher relations, agency, and
literary economics. Scholars of Stowe, of American
literature and culture, and of publishing history will find
this impressive and compelling work invaluable.
ENDURING LITERATURE ILLUMINATED BY PRACTICAL
SCHOLARSHIP Harriet Beecher Stowe's scathing
indictment of slavery in the Old South, a novel that has
become a landmark of American literature. EACH
ENRICHED CLASSIC EDITION INCLUDES: • A concise
introduction that gives readers important background
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information • A chronology of the author's life and work •
A timeline of significant events that provides the book's
historical context • An outline of key themes and plot
points to help readers form their own interpretations •
Detailed explanatory notes • Critical analysis, including
contemporary and modern perspectives on the work •
Discussion questions to promote lively classroom and
book group interaction • A list of recommended related
books and films to broaden the reader's experience
Enriched Classics offer readers affordable editions of
great works of literature enhanced by helpful notes and
insightful commentary. The scholarship provided in
Enriched Classics enables readers to appreciate,
understand, and enjoy the world's finest books to their
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full potential. SERIES EDITED BY CYNTHIA BRANTLEY
JOHNSON
"So you're the little woman who wrote the book that
made this great war." -Abraham Lincoln to Harriet
Beecher Stowe Uncle Tom's Cabin; or, Life Among the
Lowly, is an anti-slavery novel by American author
Harriet Beecher Stowe. Published in 1852, the novel had
a profound effect on attitudes toward African Americans
and slavery in the U.S. and is said to have "helped lay the
groundwork for the Civil War". Stowe, an active
abolitionist, featured the character of Uncle Tom, a longsuffering black slave around whom the stories of other
characters revolve. The sentimental novel depicts the
reality of slavery while also asserting that Christian love
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can overcome something as destructive as enslavement
of fellow human beings. It is credited with helping fuel
the abolitionist cause in the 1850s. The impact attributed
to the book is great, reinforced by a story that when
Abraham Lincoln met Stowe at the start of the Civil War,
Lincoln declared, "So this is the little lady who started
this great war." The book and the plays it inspired helped
popularize a number of stereotypes about black people.
These include the affectionate, dark-skinned "mammy";
the "pickaninny" stereotype of black children; and the
"Uncle Tom", or dutiful, long-suffering servant faithful to
his white master or mistress. In recent years, the
negative associations with Uncle Tom's Cabin have, to
an extent, overshadowed the historical impact of the
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book as a "vital antislavery tool." A True Classic and
Required Reading for all Lovers of American History!
From Uncle Tom's Cabin to The Help
Uncle Tom's Cabin (1852) ( Anti-Slavery ) Novel by
A Routledge Literary Sourcebook on Harriet Beecher
Stowe's Uncle Tom's Cabin
Uncle Tom's Cabin on the American Stage and Screen
The Transnational History of America's Most Mutable
Book
No play in the history of the American Stage has
been as ubiquitous and as widely viewed as
Uncle Tom's Cabin . This book traces the major
dramatizations of Stowe's classic from its
inception in 1852 through modern versions on
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film. Frick introduce the reader to the artists
who created the plays and productions that
created theatre history.
With Original 1852 Illustrations by Hammett
Billings
Uncle Tom's Cabin Thrift Study Edition
Mightier than the Sword: Uncle Tom's Cabin
and the Battle for America
Handbook of American Romanticism
Harriet Beecher Stowe's Uncle Tom's Cabin
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